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TaxiFareFinder.com Releases New Mobile Site

Travelers are used to researching and comparing travel prices on the go. Now, thanks to
TaxiFareFinder's newly optimized mobile site, travelers will be able to research the cost of a
taxi or rideshare car quickly and easily from their mobile or tablet devices.

Boston, Massachusetts (PRWEB) November 03, 2015 -- TaxiFareFinder launched a newly optimized mobile-
friendly website that offers information and resources to taxi and rideshare travelers. Designed to be user-
friendly and easy to navigate, the new site provides users with all the tools they need to quickly find fare
estimates on the go.

The innovative new site has a responsive design that works well with mobile and tablet devices. After
researching their user base, the TaxiFareFinder team determined that many of their visitors were accessing their
site via mobile devices, leading to the creation of a mobile site that allows users to easily access key
information with simple one-touch navigation.

TaxiFareFinder’s new mobile site is organized vertically with buttons in the top menu that will bring a user
directly to their desired place on the site. Also the TO and FROM location boxes that help a user find an
estimated fare are prominently shown to ensure easy access and quick results.

Once a user enters TO and FROM locations, details regarding estimated fare prices are produced in an easy to
view graph. A detailed map of the route is also provided for the user’s convenience.

TaxiFareFinder hopes this engaging new platform will greatly benefit their users in quickly finding travel
information and estimated fares via their mobile devices.

About the Company
TaxiFareFinder.com was launched in 2007 to help improve the communication between providers of ground
transportation and their customers. The calculator tool is based on a proprietary algorithm that takes into
account a multitude of considerations. TaxiFareFinder utilizes up-to-date taxi and rideshare rates from over
1000 localities, covering thousands of cities. This information is carefully and constantly monitored for its
accuracy by their staff and supporters from an active community. TaxiFareFinder also offers tools, such as an
API and WordPress plugin, which enables taxi companies and travel authorities to provide their own fare
estimates on their websites or mobile applications. For additional questions or inquiries, please contact the
TaxiFareFinder team via http://www.taxifarefinder.com/contactus.php
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Contact Information
Lillien Kenyon
Unleashed, LLC
+1 (607) 435-6195

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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